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A comprehensive overview of cult movies that profiles cult films from every genre and includes trivia about films, actors, producers, and backstage happenings.

The Eden Project

The world had fallen. The mostly vacant cities were silent now. For those who had not been turned or consumed, remote locations proved the best chance to live a while longer before the inevitable end landed its teeth marks on their flesh or its disease in their blood. To eat or be eaten was the last imperative of the once noble species. All the accouterments of being the most civilized of creatures had faded away and the human beast had been returned to the savagery of the primordial forest. This was the truth everywhere in the world, except one place—a small island, forgotten before and after the fall, a place where the sun yet shined down onto hopeful souls, 117 souls, the children of the Eden Project, who lived all their days until now in a great, glass dome. They were the children of light, pure blooded, uninfected, but they all knew (down to the smallest among them) that those hours of eternal incandescence were numbered. They all knew, every moment they breathed, that their destinies awaited them outside the glass, where darkness forever reigned. NIGHT WITHOUT END (Book Two of The Eden Project) now available

The Apocalypse & Post-Apocalypse MEGAPACK®

Beth #259201, former Vassal and Epsilon Internee, finds herself alone and ill-equipped to survive in the untamed wilderness of the Forkstream territories. She is determined to reach her goal, no matter what challenges she may face. 201's mind carries the echoes of FERTS, and one voice in particular will not allow her to forget her transgressions. One mistake finds her hurting towards a battle where allegiances will be formed and broken. 201 may find that her survival depends on a lie, a lie that conceals her search for the ultimate truth.

BDSM in American Science Fiction and Fantasy

How long would you last? It's been two weeks since the EMP. Getting out was just the beginning. Staying alive is proving harder than anyone could have imagined. Max knows people will come from the cities. He knows they'll be ready to fight, to do whatever it takes to ensure their own survival. Will he be able to lead the others in the defense of the farmhouse, even when he's still recovering from his injuries? Georgia is in charge of hunting for food. But each trip into the woods brings her closer to danger. She's already seen signs of others out there. It's just a matter of time before she runs into people who will do anything to get her gun and her gear. How dangerous do things have to get before she stops trying to provide for her kids? John is Max's estranged brother. He had a good life in the city. He'd always made fun of Max for worrying about being prepared. Now, his upscale apartment has become a prison cell. He's wishing he was more like his brother. Does he want to have what it takes to try to get out of the city? Staying Alive is book 2 of The EMP, a post-apocalyptic survival thriller series. It deals with real people fighting for their survival every inch of the way.

Glimmer of Hope (Book 1 of the Land of Tomorrow Post-Apocalyptic Series)

The Rough Guide to Videogames is the ultimate guide to the world's most addictive pastime. Both a nostalgic look at the past and a celebration of the latest in joystick-wrecking wonders, this book covers the full story from the first arcade machines to the latest digital delights. Easy access to 75 of the greatest games of all time, from Civilization and Pro Evolution Soccer to We Love Katamari and World of Warcraft. The guide profiles the stories behind the software giants, famous creators and the world's favourite characters, including Mario, Lara Croft and Sonic the Hedgehog. All the gadgets and devices for consoles, hand-helds, phones and PCs are explored as well as the wider world of gaming, from websites and movies to books.

Feed the Machine (Post Apocalyptic Science Fiction)

This volume collects a wide-ranging sample of fresh analyses of Spider-Man. It traverses boundaries of medium, genre, epistemology and discipline in essays both insightful and passionate that move forward the study of one of the world's most beloved characters. The editors have crafted the book for fans, creators and academics alike. Foreword by Tom DeFalco, with poetry and an afterword by Gary Jackson (winner of the 2009 Cave Canem Poetry Prize).

One Less Car

A Legend Is Reborn in the American Apocalypse. My name is Rob Huntington. If this new world has shown me anything, it's that once things are taken from you, they're never coming back. Good thing I never was a fast learner. "A blistering pace mixed with incredible heart, and a nail biting narrative rounds out this spectacular trilogy. Read these books." -Amazon Reviewer THE AMERICAN REBIRTH SERIES BOOKS 1-3 Hood Legends American Rebirth Civilization is gone. The world needs Legends once again. A young man named Rob "Hood" Huntington and his sister Taylor must rise up from the ashes of D.C. to become leaders of the United States and Canada.

One Less Car

Who could you trust if society fell? Winter is in full force. Freezing temperatures and heavy snow present new threats. But there's more to surviving than just weathering the elements. Out alone, James spots a man he recognizes from the compound. Does it mean they're being hunted down? Or is it mere coincidence?
Max knows his group is a target. There are people who want them dead merely for revenge. Others want their radios, their guns, and their supplies. He thought they were hidden, but he should have known better. John and Cynthia were hoping that Max’s group would give them the security they’ve been craving. Now, with certain danger approaching, they make a final stand with their new group? Or do they strike out on their own through the treacherous conditions? Fighting Rough is book 5 of The EMP, a post-apocalyptic survival thriller series. It deals with real people fighting for their survival every inch of the way.

GameAxis Unwired

This is an exciting book where two best friends named Tristan and Collin battle through a post-apocalyptic nightmare. These two friends will go through a very rough time as they fight, and try to survive in the zombie world.

Savage North Chronicles: The Complete Post-Apocalyptic Survival Series Books 1-6

Believing herself to be the only survivor of a nuclear war, Ann Burden greets a wandering stranger with excitement and suspicion. An ALA Notable Book & ALA Best Book for Young Adults. Reprint.

**American Rebirth Trilogy Box Set (Books 1-3: Hood, Legends, American Rebirth)**

This book examines the widespread use of postapocalyptic fantasies in American literary texts in the early nineteenth century.

**Dark Road Back: A Post-Apocalyptic Survival Thriller**

A Legend is Reborn in the American Apocalypse. For Rob "Hood" Huntington, a regular twenty-something kid from D.C., the end of civilization happened in an instant. There were no warnings. One day, the power cuts off, and it never comes back on. His home city devolves to chaos after being decimated by a nuclear blast. An unknown war has shattered the American civilization we all knew. Luckily for Hood, he quickly discovers he's one of the most naturally gifted marksmen alive. Two years have passed since civilization has collapsed. Hidden away in the mid-Atlantic countryside rests the small town of Clearwater, where Hood, his sister Taylor, and an ex-cop by the name of Whiskey lead a group of thriving survivors. In the remains of America, two wastelands Kings fight a ruthless war for control of the land. A war Hood and his loved ones cannot escape. In between making bad jokes and getting drunk with the unlikely friends he's made in the Clearwater crew, Hood has to face the reality of this new world: you have to fight for your survival, you have to fight for your family, you have to fight for what you believe. Even if you see yourself in the faces of the people on the other end of the trigger. The American Rebirth Series #1 Hood #2 Legends #3 American Rebirth (to be released SUMMER 2017) If you enjoyed I Am Legend, The Road, The Walking Dead, or The Last of Us, you won't want to miss HOOD!

**The Rough Guide to Sci-fi Movies**

The power of the bicycle to impact mobility, technology, urban space and everyday life.

**Fishing Through the Apocalypse**

Following a nuclear holocaust, Nathan Taylor and his family face grim choices in order to stay alive. Fleeing deadly radiation, plague and desperate men, Nathan, an army officer, leads his wife and their two teenage sons away from chaos and madness toward his ancestral home in Kentucky. Horrors lie in their path. From the prison struggling to maintain control of its inmates, to the desperadoes who enslave anyone who crosses their way, even survival may cost Nathan his humanity or that of his sons, Joshua and David. Nathan struggles to keep his family intact, but it requires making brutal choices. He wants to protect his sons, but knows they now must be deadly and cold at times. Nathan's home has been spared from the worst of the destruction, but a larger conflict over scarce resources erupts. For the survivors to have any chance they have to fight and the desperate journey has transformed young Joshua and David into men called upon to lead and sacrifice. Torn between harsh realities, and wanting to hold onto fleeting childhoods, they are often conflicted and angry about the roles thrust upon them. Much will depend on how Nathan and his sons respond to a madman and his military regime seeking to conquer the fledgling community they are helping to build. GLIMMER OF HOPE is an epic tale of one family's endurance and triumph after tomorrow's apocalypse.

**Postapocalyptic Fantasies in Antebellum American Literature**

From urban fantasy to epic, fairy tales to the future, contemporary to the historical, this full-length collection from Charity Tahmaseb contains four dozen stories and spans fifteen years of writing. Sometimes somber, often humorous, these quirky and imaginative stories revolve around love lost and love found, familial and sibling love, friendships, and more. Genre-encapsulating and often genre-defying, these tales run the gamut of invisible prim a dates to dragons to the end of the world. Here's How We Survive gathers together all 48 stories from the (Love) Stories for 2020 project and includes award-winning and previously-published stories along with ones written exclusively for this collection.

**â€œ80s Action Movies on the Cheap**

Do you have what it takes to survive? The EMP hits. The lights go out and silence roars. Society is on the brink of violent chaos. The only way to survive is to get out, away from the cities and into the wilderness. Max is an office worker with some gear and a plan. He's one of the first to realize the unspoken dangers. A few years ago, he inherited an old farmhouse. His plan is to get to it as fast as possible and bunker down. He thinks he's ready, but he quickly discovers that there's more to surviving than just having the right gear. Mandy is a waitress with the day off work. What seems like a normal power outage quickly turns terrifying. Her peaceful town is no longer the home she once knew. She's offered a way out, but can she put her trust in a perfect stranger? Georgia is a single mother who just wants to keep his two teenagers safe. She drives a pickup and loves hunting. She has skills that could keep her family alive, but is she ready to make life or death decisions in the blink of an eye? Do Max, Mandy, and Georgia have what it takes to overcome the unexpected? After all, even the best-laid plans can come up short. Getting Out is book 1 of The EMP, a post-apocalyptic survival thriller series. It deals with real people fighting for their survival every inch of the way.

**Post Apocalypse**

**Damage in an Undead Age**

A post-apocalyptic road trip dodging zombies. The aftermath of a nuclear holocaust, generations later. An alien spore that infects the young first. In the post-apocalyptic future, anything goes, and only the strong survive.

**The Complete Harvesters Series Collection**

Civilization has been laid to waste and the sand blasted ruins populated by monsters. But for a few intrepid survivors, the real adventure has only just begun. Escape into five science fiction stories of survival and grit with daring heroes that journey through post-apocalyptic wastelands, forge new alliances, and face down more to surviving than just having the right gear. Mandy is a waitress with the day off work. What seems like a normal power outage quickly turns terrifying. Her peaceful town is no longer the home she once knew. She's offered a way out, but can she put her trust in a perfect stranger? Georgia is a single mother who just wants to keep his two teenagers safe. She drives a pickup and loves hunting. She has skills that could keep her family alive, but is she ready to make life or death decisions in the blink of an eye? Do Max, Mandy, and Georgia have what it takes to overcome the unexpected? After all, even the best-laid plans can come up short. Getting Out is book 1 of The EMP, a post-apocalyptic survival thriller series. It deals with real people fighting for their survival every inch of the way.

**The City: Tales from the Post-Post-Apocalypse**

In this gripping sequel to the post-apocalypse action thriller HARD WAY HOME, the answers behind an onslaught of not-so-natural disasters only lead to more questions as a global depopulation conspiracy threatens Americas from right in their own back yard. Retired Army Colonel Thomas Sand returns to the U.S. during its darkest days, only to find the leaders left in government puppeted by the deep state elite/want him dead. Between the threat assessment algorithm he developed before the apocalypse, and the fact that his wife Becca and stepdaughter Hannah are both brilliant scientists critical to the new world order, his family isn't short on enemies. And despite all his training to the contrary, his only duty now is to them and their safety. Unbeknownst to him, halfway down the coast, his wife is fighting to drag her father's body home with no means of communication, and only the help of a nameless stranger. Meanwhile, Dr. Hannah Carter, still training with the Army veteran who saved her life, discovers she may be the linchpin to destroying the dangerous shadow government that now controls what remains of the fast-crumbling U.S. But to do so, she must leave behind everyone she cares about and face off against the hidden puppet master pulling the strings from his bunker. Unbeknownst to her, Cash Bishop, her fearless companion turned ruthless protector, has followed her into the lion's den, no violence spared. His only light in their new broken world of neverending darkness, finding Hannah is a given. As is taking down the corrupt powers that destroyed his country once and for all! The DEEP STATE DOWN Series - Hard Way Home - Deep Road Back New York Times bestselling author Christie Wick (writing as Dana Fraser) brings readers another action-packed survival thriller in Dark Road Back, the sequel to Hard Way Home. Recommended for dark dystopian fans of...
A post-apocalyptic zombie survival adventure! Read the award-winning series today! It's what you don't see coming that kills you. Safely hidden from San Josée's City Council, Miranda Tucci almost believes that life can be good again. Reunited with Mario, and accompanied by her best friend Father Doug Michel, she has undertaken the hazardous journey to the Pacific Northwest. There, she tells, same as anyone else. They protected what was dear/Jarek with his exsult and beloved AI companion, Rachel with her brother. They kept things simple until the rakko came and took it all away. Now, Jarek and Rachel will stop at nothing to protect what's theirs, even if it means swallowing their pride and working together to survive. Because it turns out the rakko are only the beginning of the bad news for Mother Earth. What do a smart-mouthed sword-slinger and a surly arcanist have in common? Neither of them signed up for this crap. But together, they might just be strong enough to finish it. Assailed by rakko, druid, alien and all other first Are you ready to suit up and save the world? Grab the COMPLETE 8-Story Collection today, and prepare for a high-octane sci-fi romp you won't forget! Included in this set: - Soldier of Charity (Jarek's prequel) - Cursed Blood (Rachel's prequel; exclusive to this collection) - Red Gambit

Read Book Fighting Rough A Post Apocalyptic Emp Survival Thriller The Emp Book 5

Jack Hunt, Bobby Adair, LL. Aker, and TL. Payne. Publisher's Note: This newly-combined 125,000 word story was originally released as two separate standalones, Home Port (c) 2016 and Fire Wall (c) 2017.

Apocalypse

A history of the love affair between BDSM (Bondage/Discipline, Dominance/Submission, Sadism/Masochism) and science fiction and fantasy. Lewis Call explores representations of BDSM in the 1940s Wonder Woman comics, the pioneering prose of Samuel Delany and James Tiptree, and the television shows Battlestar Galactica, Buffy, Angel and Dollhouse.

The Rough Guide to Videogames

THE APOCALYPSE: A chimera devastates the human population. Technology fails and infrastructure crumbles. Civilization collapses. AFTER: A generation apart, two women and the men who make them live incredible sacrifices to survive, and to destroy a brutal system of sexual slavery in a world where men outnumber women ten-to-one.

The Rogue Thread (Book of FERTS)

The 1980s was the decade when the action film as it's now known came into being. Nonstop, big-budget excitement became the standard as epic adventures like Raiders of the Lost Ark and The Road Warrior set the tone for the summer blockbusters of Sylvester Stallone, Arnold Schwarzenegger and Chuck Norris. Homages (and ripoffs) made with lesser budgets followed every hit, especially with the advent of direct-to-video releases. Providing detailed commentary on 284 films, this book explores the excitement, audacity and sheer weirdness of 1980s low budget action cinema, from the American Ninja series to dime-a-dozen barbarian pictures to such bargain-basement productions as The Courier of Death, Kill Squad and Samurai Cop.

The DARKNESS OF TOMORROW - Dystopian Novels & Post-Apocalyptic Stories

A post-apocalyptic zombie survival adventure! Read the award-winning series today! It's what you don't see coming that kills you. Safely hidden from San Josée's City Council, Miranda Tucci almost believes that life can be good again. Reunited with Mario, and accompanied by her best friend Father Doug Michel, she has undertaken the hazardous journey to the Pacific Northwest. There, she tells, same as anyone else. They protected what was dear/Jarek with his exsult and beloved AI companion, Rachel with her brother. They kept things simple until the rakko came and took it all away. Now, Jarek and Rachel will stop at nothing to protect what's theirs, even if it means swallowing their pride and working together to survive. Because it turns out the rakko are only the beginning of the bad news for Mother Earth. What do a smart-mouthed sword-slinger and a surly arcanist have in common? Neither of them signed up for this crap. But together, they might just be strong enough to finish it. Assailed by rakko, druid, alien and all other first Are you ready to suit up and save the world? Grab the COMPLETE 8-Story Collection today, and prepare for a high-octane sci-fi romp you won't forget! Included in this set: - Soldier of Charity (Jarek's prequel) - Cursed Blood (Rachel's prequel; exclusive to this collection) - Red Gambit

Web-Spinning Heroes

GameAxis Unwired is a magazine dedicated to bring you the latest news, previews, reviews and events around the world and close to you. Every month rain or shine, our team of dedicated editors (and hardcore gamers!) put themselves in the line of fire to bring you news, previews and other things you will want to know.

After

He just wanted his exsult back. She was out to save her brother. What they got were bloodthirsty aliens. And maybe the end of the world. Prepare for 1,700+ pages of rip-roaring sci-fi shenanigans "Extremely entertaining!" "This author KNOWS HOW TO WRITE AN ADVENTURE STORY!!" "Suspenseful, funny, and compelling." "Sci-fi, dystopia, vampires, Star Wars references, and style. It has it all." In a world devastated by alien invasion, Jarek and Rachel were never paragons of heroism. They survived, same as anyone else. They protected what was dear/Jarek with his exsult and beloved AI companion, Rachel with her brother. They kept things simple until the rakko came and took it all away. Now, Jarek and Rachel will stop at nothing to protect what's theirs, even if it means swallowing their pride and working together to survive. Because it turns out the rakko are only the beginning of the bad news for Mother Earth. What do a smart-mouthed sword-slinger and a surly arcanist have in common? Neither of them signed up for this crap. But together, they might just be strong enough to finish it. Assailed by rakko, druid, alien and all other first

Getting Out

Prepare to feel the cold in your bones in this soul-stirring series about six strangers who face the horrors of a virus-ravaged world, and the hope, love, and family they find in one another along the way. These are the Savage North Chronicles. Over 2,000 pages of superhuman abilities, harrowing adventures, and heartwarming moments that will give you all the feels. What readers are saying ★★★★★ "One of the most beautiful series ever read." - Amazon Reviewer ★★★★★ "You feel the lump in your throat, the tears in your eyes, and the fullness in your heart. That's what these characters, this series gives to me." - Jennifer G, Vine Voice ★★★★★ "I was obsessively in love!!" - Carol Goodreads Addict Reviewers "★ ★ ★ ★ ★ "The chemistry between Elle and Jackson smolders." - Amazon Reviewer ★★★★★ "At roughly 3am I knew sleep was not happening!" - Amazon Reviewer ★★★★★ Savage North Chronicles Reading Order: 1. THE DARKEST WINTER Elle - Haunting shadows are nothing new to Elle St James, she's been running from them all her life. But since the outbreak spread from the tower forty-eight, new monsters lurk in the darkness. After Elle wakes from the fever, capable of horrific deeds, she fears she's one of them. Jackson - After the world goes mad and takes his family with it, Jackson Mitchell tosses aside his badge and decides a bottle of bourbon and the depths of despair are preferable to any semblance of living. All of that changes, however, when a group of young survivors are in dire need of his help and Jackson sacrifices his blissful oblivion in order to keep them safe.Brought together under the worst possible circumstances, Elle and Jackson must face the inexplicable realities of the new world. Their past lives are over, and the arctic isn't all that's savage anymore. 2 THE LONGEST NIGHT, prequel novella Life seemed complicated for Sophie when she had teen pregnancy and her squeaky-clean reputation as the mayor's daughter to worry about. Now, everything is changed. Bloodcurdling screams pierce the night air and lurid memories haunt her feverish dreams. Alex is the new kid from the wrong side of the tracks, and it's all he can do to keep his head down until his eighteenth birthday when he can leave his life in foster care behind him. But Alex doesn't realize he and the quiet girl from class with lonely, blue eyes are fated in the most impossible way imaginable. 3. FADING SHADOWS Crazed survivors and Ability-hungry madmen aren't the only repercussions of the Virus, and when a new, unforeseen danger threatens the townspeople, Kat must. Apocolate is not all that's savage anymore. 4. THE LONGEST NIGHT, prequel novella Life seemed complicated for Sophie when she had teen pregnancy and her squeaky-clean reputation as the mayor's daughter to worry about. Now, everything is changed. Bloodcurdling screams pierce the night air and lurid memories haunt her feverish dreams. Alex is the new kid from the wrong side of the tracks, and it's all he can do to keep his head down until his eighteenth birthday when he can leave his life in foster care behind him. But Alex doesn't realize he and the quiet girl from class with lonely, blue eyes are fated in the most impossible way imaginable. 5. UNAMENDED Beau has learned to embrace his Ability, but when he loses his best friend, Beau's world crumbles all over again. Brokenhearted, he embarks on a transformative journey of self-discovery, fraught with danger and adventure, and most unexpectedly, love. But the scars left in the wake of the Virus run deeper than Beau can possibly imagine. 6. UNBROKEN Thea fears the moment she'll have to
on her hands to last her a lifetime. So, Thea jumps at the chance to shrug off the shadows of her youth and prove to herself she's unbroken. Hunter and Thea have never gotten along, and three weeks together could be Hunter's undoing just not in the way he's expecting. Keywords: a post-apocalyptic survival action adventure series, science fiction and fantasy survival fiction, superhuman, supernatural super powers, for fans of The Stand by Stephen King, The Arcana Chronicles by Kresley Cole, The Great Alone by Kristin Hannah. In The Ending Series world by lindsey fairleigh, lindsey pogue, lindsey sparks, pandemic and Virus outbreak, gritty apocalypse and horror setting, science fiction and genetic engineering

SCIENCE FICTION Ultimate Collection: 140+ Intergalactic Adventures, Dystopian Novels, Lost World Classics & Post-Apocalyptic Stories

Presents a history of science fiction films, covering the actors, essential films, themes, and plots of the genre.

The Rough Guide to Surviving the End of the World

3rd edition. August 26th, 2013 A normal day at work turns into a man's worst nightmare when the country is plunged into dark and dangerous times within a matter of minutes when an EMP is detonated over U.S. soil. He needs unconventional skills and resources to mount a daring and deceptive plan to retrieve his daughter who is away at college. He's hundreds of miles away and it seems like thousands. It's a trip he planned for, but a trip resulting in some unexpected and deadly events as chaos grips the country. There are more enemies than friends along the way and the journey becomes a fight for their lives. Their hope to make it home safely and move to a safe haven ends quickly. A rogue militia group has a different idea in mind. Both family and friends find themselves battling for freedom. Without technology, society begins to collapse. Without the basics to survive, people change. Without rule of law, it's every person for them selves. They have Dark Days and Rough Roads ahead of them. Post apocalyptic and dystopian fans will love this book. Doomsday preppers and survivalists will value the ideas and knowledge loaded inside. Everything else aside, this book is pure entertainment.

Hood

Feed the Machine or die. Welcome to Cago. A small town protected by three electrified fences, the people within eke out an existence scavenging in the Scour, the wasteland of ruined junk and twisted metal that is all that remains of the old world. They are forced to feed the Machine to fulfill their yearly quota or be ripped to pieces by the silver mechanical bugs that live within it. In this broken future, three siblings are fighting to fill the quota, time rapidly counting down to the yearly Feed. If they fail, they'll be forced to sell themselves to Fat Man, a brutal tyrant, to survive. Their father is long gone, vanishing one night with all their wealth, leaving his family in poverty. Their mother scours out a living carting waste for the rich. Ash is marching out into the Scour, a deadly place inhabited by Scabs, bloodthirsty cannibals, and hazels, monsters of meat and circuitry that stalk the night. A fallen missile is his last hope. Nola has a plan that relies on seduction or violence - she doesn't care much which if it gets them free. Silver, youngest and struggling with a mind that turns its sharpest knives inward has a bigger plan than any of them. One that could not only free them but possibly change the world A new dystopian science fiction novel from Mathew Ferguson

Z for Zachariah

What does the future hold for fish and the people who pursue them? Fishing Through the Apocalypse explores that question through a series of fishing stories about the reality of the sport in the 21st century. Matthew Miller (director of science communications for The Nature Conservancy) explores fishing that might be considered dystopian: joining anglers as they stick their lines into trash-filled urban canals, or visiting farm ponds where you can catch giant, endangered fish for a fee. But it isn't all bleak. When it comes to fishing, the other part of the story is this: a cadre of anglers is looking to right past wrongs, to return native species, to remove dams, to appreciate the unappreciated fish, to clean our waters and protect public lands. As an angler and conservationist, Matt removes any and all preconceived notions about what it means to fish in the 21st century in order to see the different visions of the future that exist right here, right now. Fishing Through the Apocalypse offers one of the widest-ranging looks at fish conservation in the United States, and also includes some of the more unusual adventures ever featured in a fishing book. Features fishing adventures in: Idaho Colorado Wyoming New Mexico Utah Texas Florida Iowa Minnesota Illinois Washington DC Virginia Pennsylvania

Reaper Moon: Race War in the Post Apocalypse

PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based, independent reviews of the latest products and services. Our expert industry analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get more from technology.

The Rough Guide to Cult Movies

The Rough Guide to Surviving the End of the World is a light-hearted yet well-informed look at threats to the very existence of life on Earth, how we might be able to deal with them and if things go truly, horribly wrong-how we might just be able to survive. Written by scientist and sci fan Paul Parsons, this gripping book examines scenarios ranging from megafloods to space radiation, supervolcanoes to bioengineering and what you should do when the sh*t hits the fan. Along the way, we meet some of the lesser-trodden paths to oblivion, including the possibility that the human race will be gripped by mass stupidity and the outrageous idea that life on Earth could all be one giant Matrix-style computer simulation that its creators might one day decide to switch off. All are placed under the scientific spotlight and presented with clarity and humor. To survive Armageddon you need the best advice and information available, which is here presented in ample detail and capturing every plausible catastrophic scenario. Now available in ePub format.
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